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FISHY FAVOURITES
British Seafood

Fish has never been so popular in the UK market, according to British Seafood. Reporter Maria
Bracken went to see the company to find out why, and also paid a visit to Grimsby Fish Market to
watch how the product travels from sea to plate.
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Seafood has been part of our staple diet for

centuries and has never been favoured

more by consumers. Sarah Ellison, group

marketing director of British Seafood, puts

this down to tradition. “With fish it does tend

to be the traditional that is the most popular

so development takes place to ensure the

most up to date flavourings and coatings

are continually refined and used. 

“With the healthy trend in eating,

obviously fish is right up there which has

helped with the popularity of Exotic

supremes and fillets which lend 

themselves to the simple recipes and

serving suggestions.” 

She says salmon has and will always be a

top seller. “ Farmed salmon, which is now

available in virtually every supermarket and

on every menu, is still the number one

selling Christmas fish, and has retained its

status. However, of course it is now nearly

always served as a skinless, boneless

supreme rather than a traditional steak.”

Pangasius has also become popular in the

past year, not only as a white fish for use in

manufacturing ready meals but also for

breading and battering, she adds. 

The fish sector as a whole has seen value

growth, according to recent figures, and has

accelerated every quarter for the last six

quarters, now enjoying a staggering 9.6%

year on year value growth. 

The Granary restaurant mirrors this

success. During my overnight stay in

Grimsby I paid the award-winning seafood

restaurant a visit. Head chef John Warner

served up a range of delicious seafood

delights including octopus, monkfish,

haddock, Dover sole and langoustine. We

were only told afterwards that he used

frozen product in half of the dishes, which is

testimony to the quality of frozen.

The following morning we arrived at

Grimsby Market just minutes before the fish

auction kicked off at 7.00am. Before we

knew it, the alarms were sounding and the

buyers were gathering. Three sales were

taking place simultaneously. Plaice was sold

first, followed by cod and haddock. It took

just 45 minutes to sell a staggering 100

tonnes of fish. There was hardly time to

draw breath before hundreds of fish were

on their way to local restaurants. 

But it’s not always as easy as this, says

Ellison. “The retail buyers, especially, expect

the fish to appear like a piece of pizza. It’s

only when you see how it has been caught

and the difficulties that you realise that it’s

not that simple.

“It’s like if you have a bad crop,” she says.

“There’s nothing you can do about it, you

can’t just make more. Somehow everyone

has to work together, but it’s difficult in a

society in which we demand exactly what we

want every day and expect to get it.”

Selling fish also depends on what trade is

Grimsby Fish Market in all its glory                                                                                     Danny Burton in action at the fish market 
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like in the country, what is available on the

day, what the supply is like in the country

and the market the buyer is buying for.

Traceability is also crucial, adds Danny

Burton, managing director at the Five Star

Fish factory.

“We don’t get involved with anything we

can’t trace back to legal fishing grounds

with proper quotas and proper sustainable

methods. The buyer can tell exactly which

boat the fish has come from, where it has

come from and when it landed. And from

January 1st every bit of fish will be sold

under EU regulations.”

The issue of sustainability is also a key

factor and a topic that must be recognised,

explains Ellison. “It is important that when

the subject of sustainability is talked about,

we talk about it in the global context and

appreciate that while stocks might be poor

in one area they might be good elsewhere

in the world.

“We as a group spend much time

travelling the world looking at availability

and ensuring we monitor the world’s

resources and offer species that support the

world’s fisheries.”

So what happens once the fish are

landed, I wondered.

Grimsby Market sells between one and

three million fish per week. This high

turnover is not surprising when you look at

the facilities the market has to offer. Owned

by Grimsby Fish Dock Enterprises Ltd, the

market comprises chiller facilities, ice

supplies, 24-hour security and CCTV, and

transhipping, to name a few.

But not anyone can turn up and buy fish

from the market, says Martyn Boyers, chief

executive of Grimsby Fish Market. “You must

have a minimum guarantee of £10,000 and

have to be a member of the fish merchants

association.” 

It’s a first come, first served system.

“When you buy your fish, you place your

tally on it. The ownership of the fish is then

transferred from the salesman to the buyer.”

What makes a good quality fish?

“Fresh fish should look wet, slimy and the

eyeballs should be clear,” explains Burton.

“The blood should look like blood. What we

are looking for is a freshly killed animal.”

Prior to fish landing at the market, it is

gutted on board and chilled in ice. The sea

water acts as an insulator, keeping the fish

cold. However fish kept out at sea aren’t

always the best option, says Burton.

“The problem with fresh fish is that it can

be on the boat for a long time. However,

when fish is frozen the quality has been

captured and can be kept for as long as

10-12 months.”

The fish is then graded and sorted by the

team at the market. They are each packed in

boxes of 50 kilos and separated by species,

size and grade. 

After stopping for a smoked haddock

breakfast, we next headed down to The Five

Star Fish factory to follow the process

through. Operating from a 4,500 pallet cold

store and production facility on a three acre

site on Great Grimsby Business Park, Five

Star leads the field in coating fish products. 

After the fish has been purchased they

are stored in chilled rooms and filleted by

hand and skinned and boned. They are then

quickly frozen to keep the quality locked

and then graded. The factory uses liquid

nitrogen for freezing, taking four minutes for

the fish to drop to a shivering -18c. Ellison

says the freezing methods used are so

advanced that you really can’t tell the

difference between fresh and frozen.

Burton also believes that their frozen fish

is of a high quality and is very convenient for

the consumer.

“Our frozen fish is consistently better

than fresh fish. There is a real message of

quality in frozen fish. All of our products are

cooked from frozen and we tell you how

many portions there are in a pack which

equals consistent quality.”

The trip ended with a taste testing

session. Development chef Graham

Thomson rustled up a range of seafood

treats to tickle the taste buds of the visiting

press group.

Out first came dishes such as char grilled

squid tubes, roeless king scallops and cod &

chorizo fishcake, followed by mains

including pan fried cod loin, beer battered

cod fillet, southern fried breaded pangasius

and seared tuna supreme warm nicoise

salad & soft poached egg. 

Despite the industry going through a

tough time, Burton remains positive.

“There’s a new boat being built every

week in England and Scotland now, which

for me is the acid test. If people are

investing, that means there will be

generation and therefore the stocks will be

better. Things are a lot more professional

than they were 10 years ago and the fish

industry has really smartened itself up.”

The fish going through its process at Five Star                                                                                                                                           The buyers gather at the market ready for the auctions to begin


